SHARE w2 Coverscreen version 2.7 (2006-11-24)

CV178_ INTERVIEW IN NURSING HOME

IWER: IS THIS INTERVIEW HELD IN A PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD OR IN A NURSING HOME? A NURSING HOME PROVIDES ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SERVICES FOR ITS RESIDENTS: DISPENSING OF MEDICATION, AVAILABLE 24-HOUR PERSONAL ASSISTANCE AND SUPERVISION (NOT NECESSARILY A NURSE), AND ROOM & MEALS.
1. Private household
2. Nursing home

IF MN101_ (MN101_Longitudinal) = 1
|
| CV101_ INTRODUCTION QUESTION 1
| In {{month and year previous interview}}, your household has participated in a study called SHARE. As you know, this study is interested in learning about important aspects of people's lives such as their health, financial and family situations. To do so, we are re-interviewing people such as yourself who participated in the study last time. {{empty}} We are particularly interested to learn how people fare who move to a nursing home.] This interview is voluntary and confidential. If we should come to any question you don't want to answer, just let me know and I will go on to the next question. The answers that you give will be kept confidential and will be used only for research purposes. [Before beginning the interview, I need to ask a few questions about each household member, like name, sex, and date of birth. Let's start with you./{{empty}}
| 1. Continue
|
ELSE
|
| CV001_ INTRODUCTION QUESTION 1
| This study explores the health, life style and financial situation of households with members who are aged 50 and over. Persons of this age are becoming an ever more important part of the population, here in Ireland and also in most other European countries. This affects our pensions, the provision of health care, and many other aspects of our public and private lives. By participating in this study, you help us to better understand the consequences for our health, our life styles and our future economic situation. This interview is voluntary and confidential. If we should come to any question you don't want to answer, just let me know and I will go on to the next question. The answers that you give will be kept confidential and will be used only for research purposes.
| 1. Continue
|
ENDIF

IF MN101_ (MN101_Longitudinal) = 1
|
ELSE

First, I would like to ask if there are any persons born [{eligible year}] or earlier living in this household?

IWER: A HOUSEHOLD CONSISTS OF ALL PERSONS - WHO LIVE IN THE SAME DWELLING (USING THE SAME ENTRANCE DOOR) AND- WHO HAVE A COMMON HOUSEKEEPING BUDGET

OR USUALLY HAVE THEIR MEALS TOGETHER. EXCEPTIONS: LODGERS (PERSONS WHO SUBLET) ARE NOT CONSIDERED MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD, EVEN THOUGH THEY MAY OCCASIONALLY HAVE DINNER WITH THE HOST. CHILDREN LIVING TOGETHER WITH THEIR PARENTS AT THE PARENTS’ ADDRESS, OR PARENTS LIVING TOGETHER WITH THEIR CHILDREN AT THE CHILDREN’S ADDRESS WILL BE CONSIDERED MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD WHETHER OR NOT THEY HAVE A COMMON HOUSEKEEPING BUDGETS FOR MEALS.

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

IF CV002_ (ANY ELIGIBLE) = 1. Yes OR CV002_ (ANY ELIGIBLE) = DONTKNOW OR MN101_ (MN101_Longitudinal) = 1

CV004_ FIRST NAME RESPONDENT
IWER: FIRST NAME

CV040_ LAST NAME RESPONDENT
IWER: LAST NAME

CV005_ MALE OR FEMALE
OBSERVATION
IWER: NOTE SEX OF RESPONDENT FROM OBSERVATION (ASK IF UNSURE)

1. Male
2. Female

CV006_ MONTH OF BIRTH
In which month and year were you born? MONTH: YEAR:

1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
18. August
19. September
20. October
21. November
22. December

**CV007_ YEAR OF BIRTH**
In which month and year were you born? MONTH: [{month of birth}] YEAR: (1900..2007)

**IF CV007_ (YEAR OF BIRTH) = NONRESPONSE**

**CV008_ AGE INDICATION**
Were you born after or before [{eligible year}]?
1. after [{eligible year}]
2. (about) [{eligible year}]
3. before [{eligible year}]

**ENDIF**

**CV009_ LIVING WITH SPOUSE/PARTNER**
Are you...
**IWER:READ OUT IF SPOUSE/PARTNER LIVES OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD (E.G. IN A NURSING HOME), CODE 3. LIVING AS SINGLE**
1. Living with a spouse
2. Living with a partner
3. Living as a single

**IF CV009_ (LIVING WITH SPOUSE/PARTNER) <> 3. Living as a single AND CV009_ (LIVING WITH SPOUSE/PARTNER) = RESPONSE**

**CV010_ FIRST NAME SPOUSE/PARTNER**
What is [your/your/your/your/empty/empty]'s first name?
**IWER:FIRST NAME SPOUSE/PARTNER**
___________

**CV041_ LAST NAME SPOUSE/PARTNER**
What is [your/your/your/your/empty/empty]'s last name?
**IWER:LAST NAME SPOUSE/PARTNER**
___________

**CV011_ MALE OR FEMALE SPOUSE/PARTNER**
**IWER:NOTE SEX OF [wife/husband/partner/partner/empty/empty] OF RESPONDENT (ASK IF UNSURE)**
1. Male
1. October
2. November
3. December

CV013_ YEAR OF BIRTH SPOUSE/PARTNER
In which month and year was [your/your/your/your/{empty}/{empty}]
husband/wife/partner/partner/{empty}/{empty} born? MONTH: YEAR:
(1900..2007)

IF CV013_ (YEAR OF BIRTH SPOUSE/PARTNER) = NONRESPONSE

CV014_ AGE INDICATION SPOUSE/PARTNER
Was [your/your/your/your/{empty}/{empty}]
husband/wife/partner/partner/{empty}/{empty} born after or before [{eligible year}]?
1. after [{eligible year}]
2. (about) [{eligible year}]
3. before [{eligible year}]

ENDIF

CV015_ SOMEONE ELSE IN THE HOUSEHOLD
Does anyone else live in this household?
IWER:A HOUSEHOLD CONSISTS OF ALL PERSONS - WHO LIVE IN THE SAME
DWELLING (USING THE SAME ENTRANCE DOOR) AND- WHO HAVE A COMMON
HOUSEKEEPING BUDGET
OR USUALLY HAVE THEIR MEALS TOGETHER. EXCEPTIONS: LODGERS
(PERSONS WHO SUBLET) ARE NOT CONSIDERED MEMBERS OF THE
HOUSEHOLD, EVEN THOUGH THEY MAY
OCCASIONALLY HAVE DINNER WITH THE HOST. CHILDREN LIVING
TOGETHER WITH THEIR PARENTS AT THE PARENTS' ADDRESS, OR PARENTS
LIVING TOGETHER WITH THEIR
CHILDREN AT THE CHILDREN'S ADDRESS WILL BE CONSIDERED MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD WHETHER OR NOT THEY HAVE A COMMON HOUSEKEEPING BUDGET FOR MEALS.

1. Yes
5. No

IF CV015_ (SOMEONE ELSE IN THE HOUSEHOLD) = 1. Yes

LOOP cnt:= 1 TO 18

IF CV949_HHMembers[cnt - CV949A[0].CV033_ (SOMEONE ELSE IN THE HOUSEHOLD) = 1. Yes

CV016_ FIRST NAME HHMEMBER
What is his or her first name?
IWER: IF RESPONDENT IS UNSURE WITH WHOM TO CONTINUE, PROMPT: LET US CONTINUE WITH THE HOUSEHOLD MEMBER WHO IS OLDEST AMONG THOSE WE HAVE NOT YET TALKED ABOUT.
_________

CV034_ LAST NAME HHMEMBER
What is his or her last name?
IWER: LAST NAME HOUSEHOLD MEMBER
_________

CV017_ MALE OR FEMALE OF HHMEMBER
Is [{first name household member}] male or female?
1. Male
2. Female

CV018_ RELATION TO RESPONDENT
Looking at card 1, what is [his/her] [relationship/relationship] to you?
IWER: BY "PARENT-IN-LAW" WE MEAN THE PARENT OF A CORESIDING PARTNER, OTHER PARENTS-IN-LAW (E.G. PARENTS OF FORMER PARTNERS) ARE TO BE CODED AS "OTHER RELATIVES".
1. Spouse
2. Partner
3. Child
4. Child-in-law
5. Parent
6. Parent-in-law
7. Sibling
8. Grand-child
9. Other relative (specify)
10. Other non-relative (specify)
11. Ex-Spouse/Ex-Partner
IF CV949A[0].CV018_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT) = 3. Child

ELSE

IF CV949A[0].CV018_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT) = 5. Parent

ELSE

IF CV949A[0].CV018_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT) = 6. Parent-in-law

ELSE

IF CV949A[0].CV018_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT) = 9. Other relative (specify)

CV019_ OTHER RELATIVE

Can you please specify -- what other relative?

ELSE

ENDIF

IF CV949A[0].CV018_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT) = 10. Other non-relative (specify)

CV020_ SPECIFY RELATIONSHIP

Can you please specify [{first name household member}]’s relationship to you?

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

CV021_ MONTH OF BIRTH HHMEMBER

In which month and year was [{first name household member}] born? MONTH:

YEAR:

1. January

2. February

3. March

4. April

5. May

6. June

7. July

8. August
In which month and year was [{first name household member}] born? MONTH: [{month of birth of household member}] YEAR: (1900..2007)

IF CV949A[0].CV022_ (YEAR OF BIRTH HHMEMBER) = NONRESPONSE

Was [{first name household member}] born after or before [{eligible year}]?
1. after [{eligible year}]
2. (about) [{eligible year}]
3. before [{eligible year}]

ENDIF

IF CV949A[0].CV016_ (FIRST NAME HHMEMBER) = RESPONSE

IF AGE CV949A[0].CV922_ (BIRTHDATE HHMEMBER) > 17

Is [{first name household member}] living with a spouse, with a partner, or as a single?
1. Living with a spouse
2. Living with a partner
3. Living as a single

IF CV949A[0].CV024_ (LIVING WITH SPOUSE/PARTNER HHMEMBER) <> 3. Living as a single

What is his or her first name?

What is his or her last name?

Is [{first name household member's husband/wife/partner}] male or female?
1. Male
2. Female

CV027_ RELATION TO RESPONDENT HHMEMBER SPOUSE

Looking at card 1, what is [his/her] [relationship/relationship] to you?

IWER: BY "PARENT-IN-LAW" WE MEAN THE PARENT OF A CORESIDING PARTNER, OTHER PARENTS-IN-LAW (E.G. PARENTS OF FORMER PARTNERS) ARE TO BE CODED AS "OTHER RELATIVES".

1. Spouse
2. Partner
3. Child
4. Child-in-law
5. Parent
6. Parent-in-law
7. Sibling
8. Grand-child
9. Other relative (specify)
10. Other non-relative (specify)
11. Ex-Spouse/Ex-Partner

IF CV949A[0].CV027_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT HHMEMBER SPOUSE) = 5. Parent

ELSE

IF CV949A[0].CV027_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT HHMEMBER SPOUSE) = 6. Parent-in-law

ELSE

IF CV949A[0].CV027_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT HHMEMBER SPOUSE) = 9. Other relative (specify)

CV028_ OTHER RELATIVE

Can you please specify -- what other relative?

__________

ELSE

IF CV949A[0].CV027_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT HHMEMBER SPOUSE) = 10. Other non-relative (specify)

CV029_ SPECIFY RELATIONSHIP

Can you please specify [{first name household member's husband/wife/partner}']s relationship to you?

__________

ENDIF
CV030_ MONTH OF BIRTH HHMEMBER SPOUSE
In which month and year was [first name household member's husband/wife/partner] born? MONTH: YEAR:
1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December

CV031_ YEAR OF BIRTH HHMEMBER SPOUSE
In which month and year was [first name household member's husband/wife/partner] born? MONTH: [month of birth household member's husband/wife/partner] YEAR:
(1900..2007)

IF CV949A[0].CV031_ (YEAR OF BIRTH HHMEMBER SPOUSE) = NONRESPONSE

CV032_ AGE INDICATION HHMEMBER SPOUSE
Was [first name household member's husband/wife/partner] born after or before [eligible year]?
1. after [eligible year]
2. (about) [eligible year]
3. before [eligible year]

ENDIF

CV033_ SOMEONE ELSE IN THE HOUSEHOLD
Does anyone else live in this household?
A HOUSEHOLD CONSISTS OF ALL PERSONS - WHO LIVE IN THE SAME
DWELLING (USING THE SAME ENTRANCE DOOR) AND- WHO HAVE A COMMON HOUSEKEEPING BUDGET

OR USUALLY HAVE THEIR MEALS TOGETHER. EXCEPTIONS: LODGERS (PERSONS WHO SUBLET) ARE NOT CONSIDERED MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD, EVEN THOUGH THEY MAY OCCASIONALLY HAVE DINNER WITH THE HOST. CHILDREN LIVING TOGETHER WITH THEIR PARENTS AT THE PARENTS' ADDRESS, OR PARENTS LIVING TOGETHER WITH THEIR CHILDREN AT THE CHILDREN'S ADDRESS WILL BE CONSIDERED MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD WHETHER OR NOT THEY HAVE A COMMON HOUSEKEEPING BUDGETS FOR MEALS.

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF
ENDLOOP
ENDIF

IF CV948_ (HHSIZE) > 1

CV035_ HAVE WE LEFT SOMEONE OUT

Let me just check. That makes [{number of people in the household}] people living in this household altogether. Have we left anyone out? [{list with all respondents}]

IWER: READ OUT LIST OF HH MEMBERS IF NEEDED

1. Yes
5. No

CHK: (CV035_HHSizeNotCorrect = a5) INVOLVING (CV949_HHMembers[A_LastMember],CV033_SomeOneElse) "^FLError[21]"

ENDIF

IF MN101_ (MN101_Longitudinal) = 1

IF CV178_ (INTERVIEW IN NURSING HOME) = 1. Private household

IF CV948_ (HHSIZE) > 1

CV102_ ANYONE MOVED IN

Of the people living in this household today, has anyone joined this household since [{month and year of previous interview}] (that is since we last interviewed a current household member)?

1. Yes
5. No

IF CV956_.CV102_ (ANYONE MOVED IN) = 1. Yes
Who has moved in?

IWER: CODE ALL THAT APPLY

___________

LOOP cnt:= 1 TO 20

IF cnt IN CV956_.CV980_.CV103_(WHO MOVED IN)

CHK: (CV955AHHOverview[cnt].Name <> ") INVOLVING (CV103_WhoMovedIn)
"^FLError[21]"

ENDIF

ENDLOOP

LOOP cnt:= 1 TO HHSIZE

IF cnt IN CV956_.CV980_.CV103_(WHO MOVED IN)

CV166A MONTH MOVED IN
In which month and year did [you/{filled with name from CV103_WhoMovedIn}] move into this household? MONTH: YEAR:

CV167A YEAR MOVED IN
In which month and year did [you/{filled with name from CV103_WhoMovedIn}] move into this household? MONTH: [[filled with CV166_MoBirthRel (from array)]] YEAR:

ENDIF

ENDLOOP

CV104_ ANYONE MOVED OUT
Has anyone left this household since [{month and year previous interview}] (that is since we last interviewed a current household member)?
IWER: DECEASED HH MEMBERS ARE ASKED FOR LATER
1. Yes
5. No

IF CV956_.CV104_ (ANYONE MOVED OUT) = 1. Yes

CV105_ UPDATE INFO INTRODUCTION
To update our information, I need to ask a few questions about him or her.
1. Continue
**CV106_ FIRST NAME HHMEMBER**
What is his or her first name?
IWER: IF RESPONDENT IS UNSURE WITH WHOM TO CONTINUE, PROMPT: LET US CONTINUE WITH THE HOUSEHOLD MEMBER WHO MOVED OUT MOST RECENTLY.

**CV107_ LAST NAME HHMEMBER**
What is his or her last name?
IWER: IF RESPONDENT IS UNSURE WITH WHOM TO CONTINUE, PROMPT: LET US CONTINUE WITH THE HOUSEHOLD MEMBER WHO MOVED OUT MOST RECENTLY.

**CV130_ MALE OR FEMALE MOVED OUT**
Is [{first name household member}] male or female?
1. Male
2. Female

**CV131_ RELATION TO RESPONDENT**
Looking at card 1, what is [his/her] [relationship/relationship] to you?
IWER: BY 'PARENT-IN-LAW' WE MEAN THE PARENT OF A CORESIDING PARTNER, OTHER PARENTS-IN-LAW (E.G. PARENTS OF FORMER PARTNERS) ARE TO BE CODED AS 'OTHER RELATIVES'.
1. Spouse
2. Partner
3. Child
4. Child-in-law
5. Parent
6. Parent-in-law
7. Sibling
8. Grand-child
9. Other relative (specify)
10. Other non-relative (specify)
11. Ex-Spouse/Ex-Partner

**IF CV956_.CV981A[1].CV131_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT) = 9. Other relative (specify)**

**CV132_ OTHER RELATIVE**
Can you please specify -- what other relative?

**ENDIF**

**IF CV956_.CV981A[1].CV131_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT) = 10. Other non-relative (specify)**
Can you please specify {{first name household member}}'s relationship to you? 

__________

ENDIF

In which month and year was {{first name household member}} born? MONTH: YEAR:

1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December

In which month and year was {{first name household member}} born? MONTH: {{month of birth}} YEAR:
(1900..2007)

IF CV956_.CV981A[1].CV122_ (YEAR OF BIRTH HHMEMBER) = NONRESPONSE

Was {{first name household member}} born after or before {{eligible year}}?
1. after {{eligible year}}
2. (about) {{eligible year}}
3. before {{eligible year}}

ENDIF

In which month and year did [he/she] move out? MONTH: YEAR:
1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December
In which month and year did [he/she] move out? MONTH: [{month moved out} ]

YEAR:
1. 2004
2. 2005
3. 2006
4. 2007

May I ask why [{first name household member}] left the household? Was it because...
( A NURSING HOME PROVIDES ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SERVICES FOR ITS RESIDENTS: DISPENSING OF MEDICATION, AVAILABLE 24-HOUR PERSONAL ASSISTANCE AND SUPERVISION (NOT NECESSARILY A NURSE), AND ROOM & MEALS.)
1. The relationship with a household member ended
2. [He/She] moved to a nursing or residential home
3. For some other reason

Has anyone else left this household since [{month and year of previous interview}] (that is since we last interviewed a current household member)?
1. Yes
5. No

To update our information, I need to ask a few questions about him or her.
1. Continue

What is his or her first name?

What is his or her last name?
CV130_ MALE OR FEMALE MOVED OUT
Is [{first name household member}] male or female?
   1. Male
   2. Female

CV131_ RELATION TO RESPONDENT
Looking at card 1, what is [his/her] [relationship/relationship] to you?
IWER: BY 'PARENT-IN-LAW' WE MEAN THE PARENT OF A CORESIDING PARTNER, OTHER PARENTS-IN-LAW (E.G. PARENTS OF FORMER PARTNERS) ARE TO BE CODED AS 'OTHER RELATIVES'.
   1. Spouse
   2. Partner
   3. Child
   4. Child-in-law
   5. Parent
   6. Parent-in-law
   7. Sibling
   8. Grand-child
   9. Other relative (specify)
   10. Other non-relative (specify)
   11. Ex-Spouse/Ex-Partner

IF CV956_.CV981A[1].CV131_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT) = 9. Other relative (specify)

CV132_ OTHER RELATIVE
Can you please specify -- what other relative?
________________

ENDIF

IF CV956_.CV981A[1].CV131_ (RELATION TO RESPONDENT) = 10. Other non-relative (specify)

CV120_ SPECIFY RELATIONSHIP
Can you please specify [{first name household member}]’s relationship to you?
________________

ENDIF

CV121_ MONTH OF BIRTH HHMEMBER
In which month and year was [{first name household member}] born? MONTH:
   1. January
   2. February
   3. March
   4. April
   5. May
   6. June
In which month and year was [{first name household member}] born? MONTH: [{month of birth} ] YEAR:
(1900..2007)

IF CV956_.CV981A[1].CV122_ (YEAR OF BIRTH HHMEMBER) = NONRESPONSE

Was [{first name household member}] born after or before [{eligible year}]?
1. after [{eligible year}]
2. (about) [{eligible year}]
3. before [{eligible year}]

ENDIF

In which month and year did [he/she] move out? MONTH: YEAR:
1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December

In which month and year did [he/she] move out? MONTH: [{month moved out} ]
YEAR:
1. 2004
2. 2005
3. 2006
4. 2007

May I ask why [{first name household member}] left the household? Was it because...
IWER:READ OUT (A NURSING HOME PROVIDES ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SERVICES FOR ITS RESIDENTS: DISPENSING OF MEDICATION, AVAILABLE 24-HOUR PERSONAL ASSISTANCE AND SUPERVISION (NOT NECESSARILY A NURSE), AND
ROOM & MEALS.

1. The relationship with a household member ended
2. [He/She] moved to a nursing or residential home
3. For some other reason

CV112_ ANYONE ELSE MOVED OUT
Has anyone else left this household since[{month and year of previous interview}] (that is since we last interviewed a current household member)?

1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF
ENDLOOP

ENDIF

CV113_ DID SOMEONE DIE
I know this may be difficult to talk about. Has anyone who was member of your household in [{month and year of previous interview}] died?

1. Yes
5. No

IF CV956_.CV113_ (DID SOMEONE DIE) = 1. Yes

CV114_ INTRO INFO DIE
I am sorry to hear that. I need to ask a few questions about him or her to make sure we have the correct information about the deceased.

1. Continue

CV115_ FIRST NAME DECEASED
Can you please tell me the first name of the deceased?

IWER:FIRST NAME DECEASED

CV116_ LAST NAME DECEASED
Can you please tell me the last name of the deceased?

IWER:LAST NAME DECEASED

CV117_ MALE OR FEMALE OF HHMEMBER

IWER:CODE SEX OF DECEASED. ASK IF UNSURE.

1. Male
2. Female
Looking at card 1, what was [his/her] [relationship/relationship] to you?

IWER: BY "PARENT-IN-LAW" WE MEAN THE PARENT OF A CORESIDING PARTNER, OTHER PARENTS-IN-LAW (E.G. PARENTS OF FORMER PARTNERS) ARE TO BE CODED AS "OTHER RELATIVES".

1. Spouse
2. Partner
3. Child
4. Child-in-law
5. Parent
6. Parent-in-law
7. Sibling
8. Grand-child
9. Other relative (specify)
10. Other non-relative (specify)
11. Ex-Spouse/Ex-Partner


Can you please specify [{first name deceased person}']s relationship to you?

__________

ENDIF

In which month and year was [{first name deceased person}] born? MONTH: YEAR:

1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December

In which month and year was [{first name deceased person}] born? MONTH: [{month of birth}] YEAR: [{year of birth}]

(1900..2007)

IF CV956_.CV982A[1].CV126_ (YEAR OF BIRTH HHMEMBER) = NONRESPONSE

AGE INDICATION HHMEMBER


Was [{first name deceased person}] born after or before [{eligible year}]?
1. after [{eligible year}]
2. (about) [{eligible year}]
3. before [{eligible year}]

ENDIF

CV135_ MONTH DIED
When did [{first name deceased person}] die? Can you tell me the month and year?
MONTH: YEAR:
1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December

CV136_ YEAR DIED
When did [{first name deceased person}] die? Can you tell me the month and year?
MONTH: [{month of dead}] YEAR:
1. 2004
2. 2005
3. 2006
4. 2007

CV177_ ANYONE ELSE DIED
Has anyone else who was a member of your household in [{month and year of previous interview}] died?
1. Yes
5. No

LOOP cnt3:= 2 TO 10

IF CV982_Died[cnt3 - CV956_.CV982A[1].CV177_ (ANYONE ELSE DIED) = 1. Yes

CV115_ FIRST NAME DECEASED
Can you please tell me the first name of the deceased?
IWER:FIRST NAME DECEASED

CV116_ LAST NAME DECEASED
Can you please tell me the last name of the deceased?
IWER:LAST NAME DECEASED
CV117_ MALE OR FEMALE OF HHMEMBER

IWER: CODE SEX OF DECEASED. ASK IF UNSURE.

1. Male
2. Female

CV118_ RELATION TO RESPONDENT

Looking at card 1, what was [his/her] relationship to you?

IWER: BY "PARENT-IN-LAW" WE MEAN THE PARENT OF A CORESIDING PARTNER, OTHER PARENTS-IN-LAW (E.G. PARENTS OF FORMER PARTNERS) ARE TO BE CODED AS "OTHER RELATIVES".

1. Spouse
2. Partner
3. Child
4. Child-in-law
5. Parent
6. Parent-in-law
7. Sibling
8. Grand-child
9. Other relative (specify)
10. Other non-relative (specify)
11. Ex-Spouse/Ex-Partner


CV119_ SPECIFY RELATIONSHIP

Can you please specify [[first name deceased person]]’s relationship to you?

ENDIF

CV125_ MONTH OF BIRTH HHMEMBER

In which month and year was [[first name deceased person]] born? MONTH: YEAR:

1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December
In which month and year was [{first name deceased person}] born? MONTH: [{month of birth}] YEAR:
(1900..2007)

IF CV956_.CV982A[1].CV126_ (YEAR OF BIRTH HHMEMBER) = NONRESPONSE

Was [{first name deceased person}] born after or before [{eligible year}]? 
1. after [{eligible year}]
2. (about) [{eligible year}]
3. before [{eligible year}]

ENDIF

When did [{first name deceased person}] die? Can you tell me the month and year?
MONTH: YEAR:
1. January
2. February
3. March
4. April
5. May
6. June
7. July
8. August
9. September
10. October
11. November
12. December

When did [{first name deceased person}] die? Can you tell me the month and year?
MONTH: [{month of dead}] YEAR:
1. 2004
2. 2005
3. 2006
4. 2007

Has anyone else who was a member of your household in [{month and year of previous interview}] died?
1. Yes
5. No

ENDIF

ENDLOOP
IF A_NumElig > 0

IF MN101_ (MN101_Longitudinal) = 0

CV179_ PRIMARY RESPONDENT

IWER:CONFIRM PRIMARY (I.E. SAMPLED) RESPONDENT FROM THE LIST OF HH MEMBERS

ENDIF

IF MN101_ (MN101_Longitudinal) = 0

CV037_ PERSONS TO INTERVIEW

I would like to interview "(eligible respondents)"

 contours:1. Continue

ENDIF

CV039_ BACK TO MAIN

IWER:THIS IS THE LAST QUESTION IN THE COVERSCREEN.

1. Continue

ENDIF

IF A_NumElig < 1

IF CV956_LeftHH.CV113_SomeoneDied <> a1

CV036_ INTRO END OF INTERVIEW

Thank you very much for your time, there is no one here I need to interview at this time.

1. Continue

ELSE

ENDIF

ENDIF